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Some properties of electronic non-adiabatic coupling terms
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Analytical expressions are obtained for the Born±Oppenheimer non-adiabatic coupling terms
formed by a given distribution of conical intersections. The gauge-dependent formulae contain
explicitly the boundary conditions that have to be obtained by ab initio calculations performed
along a circle in the close vicinity of each conical intersection.

1. Introduction

The Born±Oppenheimer treatment, which assumes

that rapidly moving electrons can be treated separately

from slowly moving nuclei [1, 2], is usually the starting

point for the quantum mechanical treatment of the

motion of nuclei in molecular systems. When applied
to the collective SchroÈ dinger equation of the electrons

and nuclei, the Born±Oppenheimer treatment yields a

separated SchroÈ dinger equation for the nuclei alone.

Within this scheme, the motion of the nuclei is governed

by adiabatic potential energy surfaces and by the non-

adiabatic terms (NACTs) that are responsible for coup-
ling between the various potential energy surfaces [3±9].

The NACTs di� er in nature from the potential energy

surfaces because they are vectors (in contrast to the

potentials, which are scalars), and they may become

singular (in contrast to the potentials, which are non-

singular).

We concentrate here on a Born±Oppenheimer system
of two adiabatic states. As a result, the above mentioned

matrix of NACTs is of dimension 2 £ 2, and contains

only one (vectorial) nonzero element, ½ 12 ² t.

Recently we related the singularities of NACTs to a

pseudo-magnetic ®eld H de®ned along a seam [10]. A

seam is a line (sometimes also a multidimensional sur-

face) made up of all singular points, often de®ned in
terms of one speci®c continuous nuclear coordinate,

but sometimes in terms of several. The link between

this pseudo-magnetic ®eld and t is formed through the

curl condition introduced some time ago [3]. The con-

nection between these two entities leads to a di� erential

equation which, for a given measure (analogous to

gauge [11a]), can be solved theoretically for the vector

t. We derive a solution for a given distribution of singu-
larities in a plane perpendicular to the seams. The sol-
ution contains explicitly the boundary conditions that
have to be ful®lled by ab initio calculations.

2. Coupled equations for a two-state system
For a two-state system, where the states are linked by

non-adiabatic coupling terms t, the SchroÈ dinger equa-
tion obeyed by the two-component nuclear wavefunc-
tion

W ˆ
Á1

Á2

0

@

1

A …1†

has the form [6, 12, 13]

¡
1

2·

Ñ t

¡t Ñ

³ ´2

‡
u1 ¡ E 0

0 u2 ¡ E

³ ´" #
Á1

Á2

³ ´
ˆ 0:

…2†

Here the potentials u1 and u2 are functions of the coor-
dinates. Equation (2) can be brought into an alternative
form by means of the transformation [14±16]

W ˆ UW; …3†

where U is a constant matrix of the form

U ˆ 1���
2

p
1 1

i ¡i

³ ´
: …4†

Substituting equations (3) and (4) into (2), and multi-
plying from the left by

Uy ˆ
1���
2

p
1 ¡i

1 i

³ ´
…5†
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we obtain

¡ 1

2·

…Ñ ¡ it†2 0

0 …Ñ ‡ it†2

Á !"

‡
w11 ¡ E w12

w21 w22 ¡ E

Á !#
¿1

¿2

Á !
ˆ 0; …6†

where the matrix elements of w are related to those of u
by

w ˆ
1

2

u1 ‡ u2 u1 ¡ u2

u1 ¡ u2 u1 ‡ u2

³ ´
ˆ UyuU: …7†

The main achievement of the above transformation is
that it leads to a SchroÈ dinger equation in which the
vector t appears in much the same way that the vector
potential A would appear if magnetic ®elds were present.

3. The curl condition
The curl condition is an equation ful®lled by the non-

adiabatic coupling matrix. In the case of two states it
takes the form [3]:

Ñ £ t ˆ 0: …8†

It follows from equation (8) and from Stokes’ theorem,

…
t ¢ ds ˆ

… …
…Ñ £ t† ¢ dS; …9†

that the path integral of t along any path not enclosing a
line of singularity will vanish. On the other hand, it was
proved that for paths threaded by a seam [14, 15],

…
t ¢ ds ˆ np; …10†

where n is an integer. This result was also supported by
numerical calculations [17±19].

It is interesting to ask what form t must have as a
function of the coordinates in order to ful®l both equa-
tions (8) and (10). To answer this question, let us begin
by considering the case where there is only one line of
singularity, namely the line

x ˆ X; y ˆ Y : …11†

We now introduce the cylindrical coordinates

q ² ‰…x¡X†2 ‡…y¡Y†2Š1=2 ² X1;

³ ² tan¡1 y¡Y
x¡X

³ ´
² X2;

z ² z ² X3; …12†

in terms of which the original Cartesian coordinates are

x ² q cos ³ ² s1;

y ² q sin ³ ² s2;

z ² z ² s3: …13†

Since t is a covariant vector, it has the transformation
law [20, 21]

T · ˆ
X3

jˆ1

@sj

@X· tj: …14†

In equation (14),

T · ˆ fT q;T ³;T zg …15†

is the non-adiabatic coupling vector t, transformed to
cylindrical coordinates. The element of length ds is a
contravariant vector, with the opposite transformation
law:

dX· ˆ
X3

jˆ1

@X·

@s j ds j …16†

from which it follows that

t ¢ ds ˆ
X3

jˆ1

tjdsj ˆ
X3

·ˆ1

T ·dX· ˆ T qdq ‡ T ³d³ ‡ T zdz:

…17†

The partial derivatives which appear in equation (14)
can be found from equations (12) and (13):

@sj

@X·
ˆ

cos ³ ¡q sin ³ 0

sin ³ q cos ³ 0

0 0 1

0

B@

1

CA; …18†

where j is the row index and · the column index. From
equations (12) and (13) it also follows that

@X·

@sj ˆ
cos ³ sin ³ 0

…¡ sin ³†=q …cos ³†=q 0

0 0 1

0

B@

1

CA; …19†

where · is the row index and j the column index. Note
that the transformation matrix in equation (19) is the
reciprocal of that shown in (18).

The curl of a covariant vector is sometimes called an
`axial vector’ or `pseudovector’, but it is more precise to
identify it as an antisymmetric covariant tensor of rank
2. Let us express this tensor in the cylindrical coordinate
system. Let

F·¸ ²
@T ·

@X¸
¡ @T ¸

@X·
ˆ

0 F12 F13

¡F12 0 F23

¡F13 ¡F23 0

0

B@

1

CA; …20†
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where

F12 ²
@T q

@³
¡ @T ³

@q
; …21†

F13 ²
@T q

@z
¡ @T z

@q
; …22†

F23 ² @T ³

@z
¡ @T z

@³
: …23†

If

T · ˆ f0; f …³†; 0g …24†

then the curl condition F·¸ ˆ 0 will be satis®ed, since
T q ˆ T z ˆ 0, and since the partial derivatives of T ³ with
respect to q and z also vanish. We also require that
equation (10) should be ful®lled, where the integral is
taken along a path surrounding the singularity. Since T q
and T z are both zero for the vector shown in equation
(24), we have from equations (10) and (17),

…
t ¢ ds ˆ

…2p

0

f …³†d³ ˆ np: …25†

Thus equation (24) represents, in cylindrical coordi-
nates, a possible form for the non-adiabatic coupling
vector. It will satisfy both equations (8) and (10), pro-
vided that f …³† satis®es the `quantization condition’
shown in equation (25).

If we now wish to generalize this result to the case
where there is more than one line of singularity, it is
convenient to transform equation (24) into Cartesian
coordinates. Performing the transformation

tj ˆ
X3

·ˆ1

@X·

@s j T · …26†

on the vector shown in equation (24) with the help of
(19), we obtain the Cartesian vector

t ˆ f …³†
q

f¡ sin ³; cos ³; 0g: …27†

We mentioned above that in equation (6), the vector t
appears in the same position in which the vector poten-
tial A would appear if magnetic ®elds were present. Thus
the vector

H ² Ñ £ t …28†

is analogous to a magnetic ®eld. Because of the curl
condition, the `pseudo-magnetic ®eld’ H must be zero
except at seams, and from equations (9), (10) and (28),
we must have

… …
…Ñ £ t† ¢ dS ˆ

… …
H ¢ dS ˆ np: …29†

Let us consider the trial vector (in Cartesian coordi-
nates)

H ² Ñ £ t ˆ
2f …³†¯…q†

q
f0; 0; 1g; …30†

where ¯…q† is a Dirac delta function. The vector H
de®ned by equation (28) will satisfy the curl condition,
equation (8), since it vanishes at non-singular points. It
also satis®es equation (29), since the element of surface
is

dS ˆ dx dyf0; 0; 1g ˆ q dq d³f0; 0; 1g: …31†:

Taking the scalar product of equations (30) and (31),
and integrating, we obtain

… …
H ¢ dS ˆ 2

…1

0

dq ¯…q†
…2p

0

f …³†

ˆ
…1

¡1
dq ¯…q†

…2p

0

f …³† ˆ np; …32†

where we have used the fact that f …³† must satisfy equa-
tion (25).

The pseudo-magnetic ®eld H is analogous to the mag-
netic ®eld which would be produced by a very long and
thin straight solenoid [11b]. In such an arrangement,
there exists a large magnetic ®eld within the solenoid,
while outside it the magnetic ®eld is zero. However, the
vector potential A is nonzero outside the solenoid. The
quantum mechanical importance of the vector potential
A even in regions where the magnetic ®eld is zero was
®rst recognized by Aharonov and Bohm in their seminal
1959 paper [22].

4. Multi-seam systems
To generalize to the case where there are many lines of

singularity (all assumed to be straight lines, parallel to
the z axis),

x ˆ Xa; y ˆ Ya; a ˆ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; …33†

we let

qa ² ‰…x ¡ Xa†2 ‡ …y ¡ Ya†2Š1=2 …34†

and

³a ² tan¡1 y ¡ Ya

x ¡ Xa

³ ´
: …35†

Then

t ˆ
X

a

fa…³a†
qa

f¡ sin ³a; cos ³a; 0g; …36†
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will satisfy equations (8) and (10) provided that the
functions fa…³a† ful®l the condition

…2p

0

d³a fa…³a† ˆ nap; …37†

where na is an integer. The pseudo-magnetic ®eld vector
H can also be generalized to the case where there are
many lines of singularity. The vector, expressed in Car-
tesian coordinates, is

H ˆ
X

a

2fa…³a†¯…qa†
qa

f0; 0; 1g; …38†

where qa and ³a are de®ned by equations (34) and (35),
and where fa ful®ls the `quantization condition’ (37).

Finally, we can transform equation (36) to cylindrical
coordinates by means of equation (14). The result is:

T…q; ³† ˆ
X

a

fa…³a†
qa

fsin…³ ¡ ³a†; q cos…³ ¡ ³a†; 0g: …39†

It is important to remind ourselves that in equation (39)

q and ³ are the primary coordinates, and that qa and ³a
are functions of them through the relationships

qa ² ‰…q cos ³ ¡ Xa†2 ‡ …q sin ³ ¡ Ya†2Š1=2 …40†

and

³a ² tan¡1 q sin ³ ¡ Ya

q cos ³ ¡ Xa

³ ´
; …41†

where Xa and Ya are the Cartesian coordinates of the ath
seam.

5. Discussion and conclusions
The present study is our ®rst attempt to obtain an

analytical expression for the NACTs based on the
(extended) curl equation, ((8) and (10)). We hope that,
for systems where they are applicable, equations (36)
and (39) will simplify the ab initio calculation of
NACTs. With the help of equation (39), NACT values
at an arbitrary point P…q; ³† can be deduced from values
calculated in the near neighbourhoods of the seams.

It should be noted that equation (24) is not the most
general solution to the requirement

F·¸ ²
@T ·

@X¸
¡ @T ¸

@X·
ˆ 0: …42†

A vector of the form

T · ˆ f f1…q†; f2…³†; f3…z†g …43†

would also ful®l equation (42), where f1 is a function of q
alone, f2 of ³ alone, and f3 of z alone. There is also the
possibility that the partial derivatives in equations (21),
(22) and (23) may cancel each other. However, the sol-
utions shown in equations (24) and (27) (which are gen-

eralized to the multi-seam case in equations (36) and
(39)) ®t well with features discussed extensively in the
literature [23±27]. Preliminary ab initio calculations
show that when the NACT vector is expressed in
terms of cylindrical coordinates, then in the near neigh-
bourhood of a seam the ³ component is by far the
largest, although the q component is sometimes found
to be nonzero (but very small) [28]. The question of
whether this small q component can be interpreted as
being due to the contributions of distant seams remains
to be investigated.

For simplicity, we have presented the case where all
the seams are parallel to each other. It is possible to
extend our treatment to cover more general cases, and
we plan to do so in the future.
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